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A layered perturbation method for the protection
of tabular outputs
Jean-Louis Tambay1
Abstract
The protection of data confidentiality in tables of magnitude can become extremely difficult when working in a
custom tabulation environment. A relatively simple solution consists of perturbing the underlying microdata
beforehand, but the negative impact on the accuracy of aggregates can be too high. A perturbative method is
proposed that aims to better balance the needs of data protection and data accuracy in such an environment. The
method works by processing the data in each cell in layers, applying higher levels of perturbation for the largest
values and little or no perturbation for the smallest ones. The method is primarily aimed at protecting personal
data, which tend to be less skewed than business data.
Key Words:

Confidentiality; Data perturbation; Tabular outputs.

1 Introduction
Statistical agencies are under pressure to provide more information from their data holdings to external
users. Many now enable the creation of custom tables through on-line query systems. But the risks of a
disclosure of confidential information increase with the quantity of outputs released. To address this
problem agencies can go from one extreme, which is to severely limit the amount of information being
released, to another, which is to generate outputs from model-based synthetic microdata. Perturbative
methods, which add noise to microdata or aggregate results, lie somewhere in between. This paper proposes
a perturbative method for quantitative administrative data, such as personal taxation data, in a custom
tabulation environment. Section 2 provides some background information, outlines desirable objectives and
reviews standard approaches for the protection of tables of magnitude. Section 3 presents the proposed
Layered Perturbation Method (LPM) and provides some of its properties. An empirical evaluation is given
in Section 4 and outstanding issues are discussed in Section 5.

2 Background
The proposed strategy aims to protect the confidentiality of tables of magnitude in a semi-controlled
custom tabulation environment. It was primarily developed for administrative (census-like) data, notably
personal taxation data. At Statistics Canada, such outputs are subject to disclosure control rules including
minimum population sizes for identifiable geographic areas, the use of minimum-cell-size and dominance
rules to suppress sensitive (confidential) cells, and the application of complementary cell suppression (CCS)
to prevent the recuperation of sensitive cell values.
While personal data are inherently safer than business data, they are more readily used in custom
tabulations. And with wider access to custom tabulations it becomes increasingly difficult to carry out CCS
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effectively. Alternative methods need to be considered. The proposed method consists of applying a
perturbative technique, independently, in every non sensitive cell of every table. Only sensitive cells are
suppressed, although some may become releasable if perturbed. The method is meant to protect sensitive
cells in tables as well as to guard against residual disclosure from multiple tables – especially disclosure by
the differencing of nested totals. The focus is on protecting two totals that differ by one unit.
It is assumed that we are in a semi-controlled environment where access is somewhat restricted, or at
least not anonymous, so that some monitoring and control of requests is applied. This precaution is needed
because offering unrestricted tabulations to anonymous hackers trying to exploit every vulnerability (in
particular, through multiple requests involving carefully chosen sets of units) could lead to the approximate
disclosure of unit values under certain conditions. The method is developed for census-like data, which are
riskier, but it could undoubtedly be adapted to sample data if needed. The strategy is better suited to personal
data as they are less subject to dominance than business data, and near-dominant cells get perturbed the
most. But with some adaptation users may see to what extent the strategy could meet their needs for other
types of data.
If possible, we would like the strategy to address other disclosure issues, such as the protection of ratios
and of other types of outputs. Other desirable features are the ability to treat zeroes and negative values, the
maintenance of data quality, the preservation of additivity in tables, and operational aspects such as
computational simplicity and the use of minimal manual intervention.
In this paper we use a P  percent rule to identify sensitive cell totals, meaning that a cell is sensitive if
the aggregate contribution from the smallest units, starting with the third-largest, is less than P % of the
value of the largest unit (i.e., if X  x1  x2  P % x1 , where X is the cell total and xi is the contribution
of its i th largest unit). We assume that cells failing a minimum-cell-size rule are also sensitive.
We are interested in preserving quality and confidentiality for magnitude data in a custom tabulation
environment. Techniques for tables of magnitude such as CCS (Cox and Sande 1979) and Controlled
Tabular Adjustment (Cox and Dandekar 2004) do not work very well in such an environment. They require
solving optimization problems to find table-specific solutions. Problems start to occur when trying to protect
huge, complex and/or related (i.e., linked) tables, such as the inability to reach a solution, or the use of
heuristics that may yield inconsistencies in suppression or perturbation patterns that can be exploited by
hackers. It is far easier to perturb cell totals directly, e.g., by the application of random noise, but one still
needs to look at the microdata to ensure adequate protection while controlling the impact on quality. And
without additional measures it can lead to inconsistencies within and between tables that can be exploited
by hackers.
Microdata perturbation, where data are perturbed at the microdata level, is better suited for our multitable environment. Tables are additive and usually without suppression; with consistent results between
tables. If custom tables are allowed it may be possible to recover some individual perturbed values directly
or by differencing, so the noise level for each unit would need to be high enough to meet target ambiguity
levels. As a result, the cumulated noise for specific aggregates can be large. A microdata perturbation
method developed and used at the U.S. Census Bureau is the EZS method (Evans, Zayatz and Slanta 1998).
EZS multiplies individual values xi by a weight wi  1   i , where  i are i.i.d. random variables with mean
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0 and variance  2 . Two distributions for  i of interest are the split triangular distribution (shaped like
Figure 2.1) and the split uniform distribution (shaped like Figure 2.2) whose corresponding values of  2
are 3a 2  2 ab  b 2  6 and  a 2  ab  b 2  3, respectively. The  i  or wi  are permanently attached to
their unit i . Applying the same noise to all variables will not affect ratios. If it is necessary to protect ratios
different weights wi should be used for different variables, or unit-specific weights can be used jointly with
unit-variable specific weights.

Figure 2.1 Split triangular distribution.

Figure 2.2 Split uniform distribution.

There are ways to attenuate the cumulative impact of microdata perturbation on quality. Massell and
Funk (2007) suggest to balance the random noises within cells for a primary table to limit their impact there.
Other methods perturb microdata, but not always the same way, allowing some inconsistencies in results.
Giessing (2011) proposes to multiply unit values xi by wi  1   i , for  i i.i.d. N 0,  02  , except in
sensitive cells, where the largest value gets multiplied by wi  1    0   i  . The value  0 is chosen to
give an appropriate level of protection for sensitive cells, allowing a lower value of  02 to be used overall.
But if  02 is too low the method may not sufficiently protect against disclosure by differencing. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics’ Top Contributors Method (TCM), developed for its TableBuilder remote
access application, consists of perturbing the largest respondents in each cell in a semi-consistent way, i.e.,
where parts of their noise is applied consistently (Thompson, Broadfoot and Elazar 2013). The LPM uses
some of the same concepts but, as will be explained, protects more against differencing.
Other commonly used strategies such as rounding, (sub-)sampling and swapping units, say between
neighbouring areas, are better suited for the protection of frequency tables.

3 The Layered Perturbation Method (LPM)
3.1 Description
The LPM is a perturbative method for totals that focuses on disclosure from differencing. When used in
tables of magnitude it allows cell suppression to be restricted to sensitive cells. Three basic ideas underlie
the LPM. The first two are similar to the TCM approach.
The first basic idea is the attachment of pseudo-random hash numbers (PRNs) to units to produce
consistent perturbation outcomes when needed. This discourages the use of repeated queries to improve the
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estimation of unperturbed totals. The EZS method is used to multiply the value of a unit i by a weight
wi  1   i , with  i ~ 0,  2  as above. To obtain consistent results  i are generated from a unit-specific
PRN that is uniformly distributed over 0,1 . For example, use hi 1000 , where hi are generated from the
Social Insurance Number (e.g., hi  Mod  SIN i  P , 1000 for P a large prime). Using hi will always
perturb unit i the same way. To perturb unit i the same way only when it appears in the same cell total,
generate cell-unit level noise wi  1   i from hi  Mod  hi  htot , 1000 1000 , where htot   i cell hi .
Primes are used to designate cell-unit specific noises and perturbations. All noise values are derived from
hi or hi.
The second idea is the application of perturbation to units in each cell by layers. The largest four units
are perturbed in a random but consistent manner using perturbation weights wi generated from hi . The next
largest units, say units 5 to 9, are perturbed in a semi-consistent manner. Their perturbation is a mixture of
unit specific weights wi and unit-cell specific weights wi. Smallest units are not perturbed. Their values
are protected from differencing by the unit-cell perturbations of units 5 to 9 since adding or removing a unit
in a cell, no matter how small, will affect the wi for those units. The number of units per layer is flexible,
we have found that four and five, respectively gave satisfactory results.
A third set of measures mostly targets the issue of differencing. The direction of noise for even-ranked
units is reversed ( wi are set from (  1)i 1  i ) to increase variances of differences when a top-ranked unit is
changed. For units 5 to 9 a random mixture of wi and wi is applied to lessen the risk when a small unit is
added or removed. Finally, the noise for the top three units is amplified in nonsensitive cells with greater
dominance. This allows lower levels of noise to be used generally, reducing the overall impact of the
perturbation on data quality.
A suggested application of the LPM would consist of suppressing all sensitive and small cells (e.g.,
n  10) and perturbing remaining cells. Because of the protection offered by perturbation, cells that are
slightly sensitive may also be publishable. For other cells with cell total X   i cell xi , set perturbed value
Z as
Z  X  K  1 x1  L 2 x 2  M  3 x3   4 x 4   i  5   1  i  i  1   i   i xi .
9

i

K , L and M are set to increase the noise of Z , when needed (set K , L and M  1). The  i are random
variables that are independent of  i , e.g.,  i ~ Uniform(0,1) or  i  Mod  hi ,8 7.

3.2 Some results
Let  i ,  i ~ 0,  2  ,  i ~ Uniform(0,1), i.i.d. and let K , L and M be fixed (for now). It follows that:



E  Z   X and V  Z   K 2 x12  L2 x22  M 2 x32  x42 

2
3



9
i 5



xi2  2 .

Let X 1 , X 2 , X 3 and Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 equal X and Z for the cell after removing units 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. Keeping subscripts from the original cell (i.e., subscript 2 refers to the unit that was second in
X ) we have:
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Z 1  X 1  K  2 x2  L 3 x3  M  4 x4   5 x5   i  6   1  i  i  1   i   i xi ,
10

i

Z 2  X 2  K  1 x1  L 3 x3  M  4 x4   5 x5   i  6   1  i  i  1   i   i xi , an d
10

i

i
Z 3  X 3  K  1 x1  L 2 x2  M  4 x4   5 x5   i 6   1  i  i  1   i   i xi .
10

We can obtain Z  i for other units similarly. If we estimate the dropped units as xˆ i  Z  Z  i it can be shown
9
2
,
that, with G  2 23 x52  2 i  6 xi2  23 x10

E  xˆ i   xi ,
V  xˆ1   K 2 x12   K  L x 22   L  M  x32   M  1 x 42  G 2 ,
2

2

2

V  xˆ 2   L2 x 22   L  M  x32   M  1 x42  G 2 ,
2

2

V  xˆ 3   M 2 x32   M  1 x42  G 2 ,
2

V  xˆ 4   x42  G 2 ,
V  xˆ 5  

23 x52  2 x62  2 x72  2 x82  2 x92  23 x102  2 ,

V  xˆ 6  

23 x52  23 x62  2 x72  2 x82  2 x92  23 x102  2 ,

V  xˆ 7  

23 x52  23 x62  23 x72  2 x82  2 x92  23 x102  2 ,

V  xˆ 8  

23 x52  23 x62  23 x72  23 x82  2 x92  23 x102  2 ,

V  xˆ 9  

2
3

x52  x62  x72  x82  x92  x102  2 , and

V  xˆ i  

2
3

x52  x62  x72  x82  x92  2 , fo r i  9 .

If we assume that K , L and M are fixed we can set them based on some requirement for V  xˆi  . For
example, we may want to have V  xˆ i   xi2 30 since, for z ~ N(0,1), Pr  z  0.44  0.66 which for
xˆ i ~ N  xi , xi2 30 gives Pr  xˆ i  xi  8% xi   66%.
To obtain V  xˆ i   xi2 NN we can solve (fixed) K , L and M in reverse order. This gives

M 

L 

K 

 x32  x42   x32 NN  2  G   x32 x42  x42
x32  x42

 x22  x32   x22 NN  2  G  x42  M  1 ²   M ² x22 x32  Mx32
x22  x32

 x12  x22   x12 NN  2  G  x32  L  M  ²  x42  M  1 ²   L ² x12 x22  Lx22
x12  x22
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In practice, L and M are bounded below at 1 and above at some threshold value less than 2, and K is
bounded below at 1 and can taper off above the threshold. Also, the target values of K , L and M depend
on the situation in each cell. Here, for simplicity of illustration, they were assumed not to change when we
removed observations from the cell.
Using the same noise and changing its direction for even-ranked units means that we take advantage of
the correlation between the Z and Z  i to increase the variance of xˆ i  Z  Z  i . For example, the
2
contribution to V  xˆ1  from unit 2 is  K  L x 22 2 . If we had used independent (or unit-cell specific)
noises  i instead of  i for units 1 to 4 the contribution from unit 2 would have been only  K 2  L2  x22 2 .

3.3 Comparison with the EZS and TCM approaches
With EZS the perturbed cell total is simply Z  X   i cell  i xi , giving V  Z    i cell xi2 2 . For any

unit i we have E  xˆ i   xi and V  xˆi   xi2 2 , which is smaller than the equivalent variance with the LPM
for the same level of noise  2 even when we set K  L  M  1. A possible exception could be unit 5, if

subsequent units are relatively quite small. This can be seen by examining V  xˆ 5  above.

The TCM applies three multiplicative perturbation factors to the largest, say 4, units in each cell. A
magnitude component M i determines the relative size of the perturbation for the i th ranked unit. The M i
are fixed; typically M 1  M 2  M 3  M 4 , e.g., 0.6, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 . A permanent random factor d i   1
fixes the direction of the noise for each unit i . A pseudo-random factor si  0 determines unit-cell specific

noises. This gives Z  X   i 1 M i d i si xi . The method can be represented in a form comparable to LPM,
with  M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4   K , L, M , 1 , d i  sign  i  and si   i . The way the d i are fixed is a
4

major difference with the LPM that greatly diminishes the protection offered to xˆ1 . To illustrate this,
consider two adaptions of these methods that yield identical variances for Z :

Z LPM  X  K  1 x1  L 2 x2  M  3 x3   4 x4 ,

and

Z TCM  X  Ksign  1   1 x1  Lsign  2   2 x2  Msign  3   3 x3  sign  4   4 x4 ,
where the same notational conventions as before are used, with fixed K , L, M  0. This yields
VLPM  xˆ1   K 2 x12   K  L x 22   L  M  x32   M  1 x 42  x52  2 ,
2

2

2

a nd

VTCM  xˆ1   K 2 x12 2   K 2  L2  x 22   L2  M 2  x32   M 2  1 x 42  2  x52 2 .
Not only are factors such as  K  L larger than  K 2  L2  , but the variance for the noise,  2 , is often
2

replaced with that of the absolute noise,  2 , which is much smaller. For the split triangular distribution it
goes from 3a 2  2ab  b 2  6 to b  a  18. When b  2 a this means dropping from 11a 2 6 to
2

a 2 18.

This is not a legitimate comparison of the two methods. We are not using the actual LPM, and method
parameters need not be identical. But it shows the impact of the different approaches taken for the d i .
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4 Empirical investigation
We applied the LPM and EZS methods to personal data from a taxation file. Two variables were used:
x  income if  0 and y  x 2 (to increase skewness). Cells of between 15 and 148 units were generated

by combining age groups within postal code, sex and marital status. Different levels of noise  i  from a
split triangular distribution were tried. Results presented are those with  2  0.006. Following the RiskUtility Framework (Duncan, Keller-McNulty and Stokes 2001) the impacts of the methods on data accuracy
and on risk were examined.
Table 4.1 shows the impact of the LPM on the quality of cell totals by cell size range. The LPM was
applied 500 times in each cell. For each cell size range the table gives the number of cells, their average
coefficient of variation (CV) after perturbation, and the percentage of times that the perturbed total was
within 2%, 5%, 8% and 12% of the original cell total. For this study we assumed that cells that failed a P 
percent sensitivity rule with P  15 would be suppressed – so they were not included in the results. There
were more such cells with variable y (which may resemble business data more). As expected, the impact
of the perturbation was higher for smaller cells, and for variable y. All cells perturbed by more than 8%
were near-sensitive and would have been suppressed with P  20.
Table 4.1
Impact of layered perturbation method on cell totals
Variable = Income (x)
Cell
Num.
Avg.
% times relative distance ≤
Num.
size
cells
CV
2%
5%
8%
12%
cells
15 – 18
1,822
2.37
58.5
95.1
99.5
100.0 1,777
19 – 25
2,230
2.03
66.2
97.2
99.7
100.0 2,185
26 – 40
1,920
1.57
78.2
99.1
99.9
100.0 1,899
41 – 148 1,312
1.05
92.1
99.5
99.9
100.0 1,301
All
7,284
1.82
72.1
97.6
99.7
100.0 7,162
Note: values of 100.0 represent values above 99.95 that were rounded to 100.

Avg.
CV
4.09
3.71
3.24
2.53
3.47

Variable = Income² (y)
% times relative distance ≤
2%
5%
8%
12%
34.5
72.0
92.4
99.6
38.1
77.1
94.4
99.7
44.2
82.8
96.0
99.8
57.1
90.0
97.7
99.9
42.3
79.7
94.9
99.7

Table 4.2 gives the impact of the EZS multiplicative noise, for the same  2 , on the cell totals. Results
for income  x  are fairly similar, while results for y are noticeably better. Similar results were obtained
when a value for  2 near 0.014 was used (LPM was slightly better with x , EZS slightly better with y ).

Table 4.2
Impact of EZS multiplicative noise on cell totals
Variable = Income (x)
Variable = Income² (y)
Cell
Num.
Avg.
% times relative distance ≤
Num.
Avg.
% times relative distance ≤
size
cells
CV
2%
5%
8%
12%
cells
CV
2%
5%
8%
12%
15 – 18
1,822
2.33
58.7
97.1
100.0
100.0 1,777
3.19
41.2
86.4
99.8
100.0
19 – 25
2,230
2.08
64.5
98.5
100.0
100.0 2,185
2.93
45.2
90.0
99.9
100.0
26 – 40
1,920
1.74
73.9
99.6
100.0
100.0 1,899
2.59
51.4
93.8
99.9
100.0
41 – 148 1,312
1.30
86.9
99.9
99.9
100.0 1,301
2.09
63.4
97.1
100.0
100.0
All
7,824
1.91
69.6
98.7
99.9
100.0 7,162
2.76
49.2
91.4
99.9
100.0
Note: values of 100.0 in the 8% columns represent values above 99.95 that were rounded to 100.
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We next examined the amount of protection offered to the largest units in each cell. For each cell, an
estimate xˆ i for unit xi was obtained by differencing perturbed cell totals with and without the unit. Relative
differences d i  100 xˆ i  xi

xi were calculated and incorporated in a score equal to



r , where

cells i

ri  1 if d i  10, ri  0 if d i  15 and 0  ri  1 otherwise. Table 4.3 shows the quartiles of d i and the
scores for variables x and y for the largest twelve units in each cell with LPM, and for the largest unit with
EZS (EZS offers the same level of protection to all units).
With the LPM the largest three units tend to be protected the most, as expected. Patterns for variables x
and y are different. If one looks at the quartiles of d i for variable x , the level of protection gradually

declines until unit 10 and increases afterwards. Since the V  xˆi  are the same for i  9 results should keep
improving after the 10th largest unit. The scores give a similar story. For variable y the descent is not as
regular, with unit 5 being protected the least (unit 10 if one looks at Q1 only). The weaker protection around
units 5 and 10 is predicted by the formulas for V  xˆi  , whose basic form changes around those two units.

Unit 10 is vulnerable to repeated targeted attacks the most, where an attack consists of obtaining an estimate

x̂10 from totals for units 1 to 10, and for units 1 to 9, with some set of smaller units (e.g., obtain xˆ10i from
totals excluding unit i and excluding units i and 10, for i  11, 12, 13). Averaging the xˆ10i  , if there
are enough of them, may give good estimates of x10 . Such attacks require carefully set up tabulation
requests, which a semi-controlled custom tabulation environment could discourage.

Table 4.3
Protection of largest twelve units with LPM and of largest with EZS (quartiles for di)
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6
Unit 7
Unit 8
Unit 9
Unit 10
Unit 11
Unit 12
U1/EZS

Cells
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962
7,962

Variable = Income (x)
Q1
Med
Q3
7.9
15.7
26.6
8.6
17.5
29.3
8.1
16.9
28.7
7.2
15.5
26.2
6.4
13.9
23.8
6.4
13.9
23.3
6.2
13.3
22.4
6.3
13.4
22.3
5.1
11.5
19.9
3.3
10.7
20.9
3.8
11.8
22.4
3.8
12.2
24.7
6.7
7.5
8.4

Score (%)
3,196 (40)
2,895 (36)
3,021 (38)
3,314 (42)
3,647 (46)
3,614 (45)
3,765 (47)
3,731 (47)
4,267 (54)
4,373 (55)
4,121 (52)
4,031 (51)
7,941 (100)

Cells
7,823
7,782
7,782
7,799
7,808
7,811
7,814
7,818
7,818
7,818
7,818
7,820
7,823

Variable = Income² (y)
Q1
Med
Q3
Score (%)
7.6
14.4
23.2
3,365 (43)
7.2
15.0
25.2
3,311 (43)
6.6
14.1
24.2
3,522 (45)
6.1
13.3
22.5
3,726 (48)
5.5
11.9
20.5
4,052 (52)
6.0
12.6
21.6
3,885 (50)
6.0
12.6
22.2
3,868 (50)
6.5
13.8
23.7
3,581 (46)
5.7
13.0
24.2
3,750 (48)
4.4
13.5
27.4
3,704 (47)
4.8
15.7
32.1
3,422 (44)
5.8
17.9
37.9
3,110 (40)
6.7
7.5
8.5
7,803 (100)

In contrast, results for EZS show that the level of protection offered to unit 1 (or for any unit for that
matter) is fairly constant, and it is generally much poorer than that with the LPM. The score for EZS is
almost 100%, a very poor outcome. But EZS was designed to offer protection for totals, not to protect from
differencing. If protection from differencing is required then the level of noise would have to be set much
higher to protect values at levels comparable to the LPM. But with EZS units around unit 10 would not be
more vulnerable to repeated targeted attacks.
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To investigate the roles of K , L and M we generated random values from a uniform distribution, but
created an outlier in each cell by setting the value of x1 as the highest value that would not make the cell
sensitive, i.e., for P  15, set x1  100
x . The LPM was used with M set to 1, and K and L either
15  i  3 i
calculated as suggested above or set to 1. For our generated data the calculated value of L never left 1.
Table 4.4 shows that factor K is useful because when it is set to 1 the level of protection for the outlier is
not high enough when  2  0.006.
Table 4.4
Protection of outliers in artificial populations for 1,000 cells (quartiles for d1)
Q1
11.1

Standard LPM (K ≥ 1)
Med.
Q3
12.6
14.2

Score
472

Q1
6.7

LPM with K = L = M = 1
Med.
Q3
7.5
8.6

Score
996

5 Discussion and challenges
We presented a perturbative method for protecting tables of magnitude in a custom tabulation
environment. The method is not resource intensive – it is only necessary to keep track of the largest units in
each cell and their permanent random number. We have shown that the method is able to protect the largest
units from a differencing attack.
Since perturbation is applied to the largest values, and sensitive cells are suppressed, there is less need
to use variable-specific noise to protect ratios. Ratios can be calculated using perturbed values  Z  .
Likewise, means can be calculated using the Z values and perturbed (e.g., rounded) frequencies.
Alternatively, if users prefer, means can be calculated by dividing Z by the true frequencies, and totals
obtained by multiplying the perturbed means by perturbed frequencies.
Zeroes are not treated, but X (and Z ) are suppressed for sensitive and small cells. If a non sensitive
cell has less than 5 nonzero values then the addition of another zero-valued unit will not affect Z . So, in
that particular situation, users may be able to tell if a unit added to the cell was zero-valued. If unit values
xi can be negative the largest absolute values xi in each cell could be treated (perturbed). Dominance
rules would need to be adapted for negative values (e.g., see Tambay and Fillion 2013).
Residual disclosure issues with related outputs such as unperturbed totals and tables of distributions
remain. If the Agency released some unperturbed totals, a hacker could try differencing attacks with the
unperturbed total as the starting point. It would be preferable to keep unperturbed results to a minimum,
e.g., only for official releases. Tables of distribution (e.g., total income by income range) may also present
problems of residual disclosure because of the information conveyed by the ranges. One approach would be
to severely restrict the ranges that can be used in such tables.
Table additivity is not maintained, and suppressed cells complicate the use of raking to restore additivity.
One solution would consist of imputing those cells, raking, then suppressing the imputed cells. We could
start by imputing lone suppressions in a row or column based on other cell values (bottom code at 0 if
needed) and repeat this if it generated new lone suppressions in a row or column. Other methods can be
used to impute values for remaining suppressed cells.
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